NOTIFICATION OF TEST RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Residual current operated circuit-breakers with integral overcurrent protection for household and similar uses (RCBOs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tested by request of | ABB S.p.A.  
Via Vittor Pisani 16  
20124 Milano (MI) – Italy |
| Manufactured at (name and place) | ABB S.p.A.  
Via Ardeatina 2491  
00040 Santa Palomba (RM) – Italy |
| Preliminary visit carried out by | IMQ |
| Rating and principal characteristics | 1P+N – U = 230 V – Curve C – \( I_n = 6, 10, 16, 20, 25 \) or \( 32 \) A  
type AC, A or APR – \( I\Delta n = 10, 30 \) or 300 mA  
\( I_{cn} = 4500 \) A – \( I\Delta m = 4500 \) A  
(see pages 4, 6 and 7 of Test Report PB18-0031588-01-00) |
| Trade mark (if any) | ABB |
| Model/Type Ref. | Series DS201 L  
(see pages 6 and 7 of Test Report PB18-0031588-01-00) |
| Additional information (if necessary) | THIS PRODUCT IS COVERED BY A LICENCE OF IMQ MARK  
IMQ APPROVAL CERTIFICATE No. CA03.00831  
Testing location/procedure: CTF Stage 2 |

A sample of the product has been tested and found to be in conformity with (HD/EN and equivalent national standard)


as shown in the test reports (reference No.) PB18-0031588-01-00 and from PB18-0031588-01-01 to PB18-0031588-01-15

This Notification of Test Results is the result of testing a sample of the product submitted, in accordance with the provisions of the relevant specific standard.

This Notification of Test Results has been established by a body which participates directly in the CENELEC Certification Agreement (CCA) of September 11th, 1973 as revised on March 29th, 1983 and September 3rd, 2004 (including addendum 1 dated July 1984, addendum 2 dated March 1987, addendum 3 dated September 1989 and addendum 4 dated March 1995). Any other body participating in the CCA will take this Notification as a basis for granting a national mark of conformity or a national approval as specified in the CCA.
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